Let d denote a metric on R" (n s N) compatible with its Euclidean toplogy, and let 1(d) be the group of isometries on R" relative to this metric. We show that whenever 1(d) includes the group of motions then 1(d) is identical with it.
1. Introduction. If X is a metrizable topological space we let M(X) stand for the set of all metrics on X compatible with the topology of X and let H( X) denote the group of all homeomorphisms T: X -* X of X onto itself. Theorem. For every n g N the Euclidean metric on R" is maximal.
2. Proof of the theorem. Using elementary geometric arguments concerning homeomorphisms on R the proof has been obtained in [3, Theorem 3.4] for n = 1. Since for n = 2 these arguments are not applicable it took considerable time to find a hold to draw on. The following result proved by Beckman and Quarles [1] is useful.
Theorem 2.1. Let T: R" -» R", « > 2, be a (not necessarily continuous) function from R" into itself and assume there exists a > 0 so that, for every x, y G R", ||x -y\\ = a implies \\Tx -Ty\\ = a. Then T is a Euclidean motion, i.e., an isometry on R" relative to the metric \\x -y\\.
Using this powerful statement we prove our theorem as follows. The idea of the proof is due to the first author. We first note that if a" g A/(R") is such that 1(d) contains the group of motions then d(x, y) must be of the form (1) d(x,y) = q>(\\x-y\\)
where <p is a continuous function taking [0, oo) into itself. This follows from the fact that the Euclidean group is transitive on pairs of equidistant points. The continuity of <p follows from the continuity of d. If we could assume that qp is such that there exists at least one value b > 0 so that the equation has precisely one solution, then we are done, choosing in Theorem 2.1 for the value a the unique solution of (2). Unfortunately there are metrics for which no such b exists (see Remark 2), so we reason as follows: we claim that there exists at least one value b > 0 with <p~1(b) containing no interval. It is evident that there exists at most a countable set of values b0, bx,..., for which <p~\b¡) contains an interval. So choosing the value as above we see that the set <p~l(b) is totally disconnected. Assume now that F g 1(d), and let x g R" be fixed. Let S(x,a) be the sphere about x with the radius a g <p_1(¿>), S(x,a) = {y G R": \\y -x\\= a} (where we choose the value a arbitrarily). We now consider the mapping Bx: S(x, a) -y [0, oo) defined by Bx(y) = \\Ty -Tx\\ for y g S(x, a). Since S(x, a) is connected, T continuous and since qp(||Fy -Fx||) = b for all y g S(x, a), we see that the value Bx(y) g <p~x(b) must be a constant independent of y, say a*(x). Now we prove that a*(x) is also independent of x, i.e., Bx(y) is a universal constant. If \\xx -x\\ < a then the bisector set {s: \\x -s\\ = \\s -xx\\} meets S(x, a) in a point, say w g S(x, a), and we have that x, xx g S(w, a). Consequently, Bw(x) -Bw(xx) = a*(w) by the result above. But since w g S(x, a) and w g S(xx, a), we have that a*(w) = a*(x) = a*(x,) which shows that a*(x) is locally constant. Since R" is connected, a* is a constant and we arrived at the relation:
||x-y|| = a implies \\Tx -Ty\\= a*, from which follows that (a/a*)T is a motion and therefore belongs to 1(d). Since F"1 g 1(d) this implies that the similarity S defined by x -* (a/a*)x also belongs to 1(d), and we shall show that a* =t a leads to contradiction. We consider the one-dimensional subspace RçR" with dx g M(R) defined as d restricted to R. Since the similarity S leaves R invariant we can apply Theorem 3.4 [3] to show that a* =£ a is impossible, implying that F is a motion of R", which completes our proof. Remark 1. To show there are metrics on R" which are not maximal we exhibit metrics which possess just the opposite property; they do not have any symmetry at all since the only isometry they admit is the identity. We shall call such metrics rigid and offer the following method of constructing them: We choose a topological embedding /': R" -» R"+1 such that the image i(B") does not lie in any affine subspace of dimension < n + 1 and such that z(R") is not invariant by any motion in R"+1 except the identity. Then the metric d on R" defined by d(x, y) = \\i(x) -i(y)\\ is rigid. This follows from Lemma 1 of [4] (see also [3, §38]). As a simple example we may construct a rigid metric on R by mapping it on the letter "F" with deleted end points situated in the plane.
Remark 2. There exist continuous maps <p[0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that <p~\y) has cardinality ¥= 1 for any y + 0, but for which (p°tiisa metric equivalent to d, where d is the Euclidean metric. This fact is perhaps not quite trivial, so we provide a construction. In order for <p°d to be an equivalent metric it is sufficient that <p-1(0) = {0} and that <p have the "triangle property": if x, y,z e [0, oo), and if One can now construct (¡p inductively. Let <pn be a sequence with <px = 1, monotonically strictly decreasing to 0, such as <pn ^ 1/n. We will define by induction another sequence of the same sort, t", and we define <p so that <p(t2k+l) = q>k, <p(t2k) = <Pk+i< ana< on each segment [tJ+1, tj], <¡p is linear; so it alternately increases and decreases. So for f > 1, set <p(/) = 1, set tx = 1, and if tq is defined for q <y, define tJ+x by (i) if j = 2k + 1, then tj+1 = 9k+2/<Pk+i and S»(0 = MP*+». on [tj+v ( ii) if j = 2k, then tJ+1 is the unique point such that the slope of the line through the origin to (tj+1,<pk) is the negative of the slope of the line from (r2*+i,<p*) to (t2k,tpk+x), and on [tJ+x, tj\ <p is the latter segment.
